Night work and traffic changes at the intersection of Bringelly Road, Rickard Road and Edmondson Avenue, Austral from Monday 8 August

The Australian and NSW governments are funding this work under the $509 million Bringelly Road Upgrade between Camden Valley Way, Leppington and The Northern Road, Bringelly. This project is part of the $3.6 billion Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan.

Roads and Maritime Services is continuing to deliver this important project. As part of this work, traffic will be moved onto new traffic lanes at the intersection of Bringelly Road, Rickard Road and Edmondson Avenue, Austral. The move to the new traffic lanes will allow work to commence on the remaining parts of Edmondson Avenue and Rickard Road. Access to WV Scott Memorial Park will also be improved with direct access from Edmondson Avenue.

Preparation night work will be carried out between 7pm and 5am on Monday 8 August 2016, weather permitting. Traffic will travel on the new lanes from Tuesday 9 August 2016.

The attached map helps to explain the location of the work and the new traffic lanes.

How will the work affect you?

There will be some noise and lights associated with this work, but every effort will be made to minimise the impact on residents.

Traffic changes

Access to private properties will be maintained from the existing Rickard Road and Edmondson Avenue. Pedestrian and cyclist access along Rickard Road and Edmondson Avenue will be maintained throughout the work. Electronic message signs will be in place to direct road users around the work.

Traffic lights will be in operation at the intersection when the upgrade is complete.

Please keep to speed limits and follow the direction of traffic controllers and signs. For the latest traffic updates, call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW App.

Contact

If you have any questions, please call our project team on 1800 199 009 or email bringellyroadupgrade@bmd.com.au or visit rms.nsw.gov.au/bringellyroad.

Thank you for your patience during this important work.
Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan

The Australian and NSW governments are jointly funding a 10 year, $3.6 billion road investment program for western Sydney. The Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan will deliver major road infrastructure upgrades to support integrated transport for the region and capitalise on the economic benefits from developing a planned western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek. For more information on our projects, visit rms.nsw.gov.au/wsip or call 1800 703 457.